
 Delivery Manager

Location: Shanghai 

Company 
Our client is a growing international API company active already in many countries (France, 
Luxembourg, Italy, Germany and Switzerland, China and Hong Kong). They are looking for an 
Delivery Manager to lead their team in Shanghai and manage the key account.

Job Responsibilities: 

As Delivery Manager, your main tasks are: 
● Manage the projects entrusted to you on a daily basis from the initial start-up tasks to their

closure.

● Establish the schedules of your project teams to ensure delivery on time, considering the

various constraints (resources, budgets, risks, etc.)

● Manage the risks, budget, schedule and resources of your projects

● Animate the scoping phases, actively follow the development phases and plan the test and

delivery phases

● Intervene in the pre-sales phases

● Act as a facilitator for your teams to remove risks and blocking points

● Establish and maintain positive collaboration with our customers over the long term

● Actively participate in the analysis and integration of the Mulesoft platform with our

customers in collaboration with your project teams;

● Identify and secure new opportunities within our clients to increase our footprint there;

Requirements: 

● You have a bachelor's or master's degree in computer science or you can demonstrate

equivalent experience;

● You have a good knowledge of IT and integration platforms (Mulesoft, WSO2, Dell Boomi,...)

and you are able to work on projects with high technical value

● You have a few years of experience in project management and risk and planning monitoring

and Agile and Waterfall methodologies hold no secrets for you

● You are a real structured team-player capable of uniting your project teams;

● You are organized to follow several projects in parallel.

● You have a real desire to invest in a rapidly growing business project.

● You have a customer mindset and are able to highlight the solutions offered to meet the

needs of our customers, significant experience in customer relationship management is a

plus.

● You have excellent communication skills and are able to synthesize your ideas both orally and

in writing.

Please send your resume to: sh-recruitment@ccifc.org 
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